
TOADS   

“The old Mountebanks used to take around with them a boy who ate –
or pretended to eat – toads, believed to be poisonous.”

Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable

How well his voice makes them waddle forwards
fresh from their fields like village geese towards
his strewn crumbs of words.  Huge on his bench –

that jar.  Greased with the bloated grey gherkins
of toads.  Those sensible eyes that hold you.
The almost human hands.  I deaden my eyes.  Make

of myself a listless lickspittle – as though I had been
delivered but a brief time from some other world
while his drone rises from fly to wasp and heads

begin to sway left and right for the better view
as he thrusts back my brow as though this were
a beheading and I kick out so feebly the assembled

feel they walk the bed of their millpond and I
on the surface above them am drowning – until
he lifts that creature innocent from its glass

and widens my jaw with his claw to thrust it jerking
down my throat.  And though it slips unnoticed
into a pouch in his jacket still I feel it slide rancid

as a cud of black butter down to my gut.  Then
the grimed palm clamps upon my head and I must swig
his bitter quackery while he bellows  Out toad!  Out

vile poison!  before he yanks me aloft live as a chicken
to show me wide-eyed and they clamour for his bottles
in exchange for beets and cheese.  Later a girl in the village

walks with me.  Asks how it is to rise from the brink
of death.  I say: ask the toad.  She says we could marry
if I were a prince.  But she will never kiss me.

One night under cover of rain he came to my room.
Pulled down the sheet and made me do it all again.
Since then with each moon my skin hardens a little.

My body stiffens with bone.  Soon I’ll have the strength
to lift that jar.  Then I’ll enter his lair of vapours and farts
where he snores on his unsold piss – he’ll not hear the grass

outside whisper and gasp with each heavy leap of escape.
That shattering will seem to him distant as thunder.  Like
a toad deep in mire he will harden in my merciless winter.

Never wake.
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